
YEAR 2 STANDARD ASSESSMENT TESTS

(SATS)

MEETING

Wednesday 17th April 2024



The aim of this meeting is to explain what SATs are and to 

support you in understanding what the tests involve for your 

child.



WHAT TESTS WILL MY CHILD SIT AT THE END OF 

YEAR 2?

In May, the Year 2, children will take SATs in:

 Reading

 Maths

We may complete the test for English grammar, punctuation and 

spelling.



READING

The reading test for Year 2 pupils will involve two separate papers:

 Paper 1 consists of a selection of texts totalling 400 to 700 words, 

with questions interspersed throughout

Reading Paper 1

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439482/Sample_ks1_Englishreading_paper1_promptanswerbooket.pdf


Paper 2 comprises a reading booklet of a selection of passages 

totalling 800 to 1100 words. Children will write their answers in a 

separate booklet.

Reading Paper 2

Reading Paper 2 answer booklet

The texts in the reading papers will cover a range of fiction, non-fiction and poetry,
and will get progressively more difficult towards the end of the test. Teachers will

have the option to stop the test at any point that they feel is appropriate for a

particular child.

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439489/Sample_ks1_Englishreading_paper2_readingbooklet.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439485/Sample_ks1_Englishreading_paper2_answerbooklet.pdf


There will be a variety of question types:

 Multiple choice

 Ranking/ordering, e.g. ‘Number the events below to show in 

which order they happened in the story’

 Matching, e.g. ‘Match the character to the job that they do in 

the story’

 Labelling, e.g. ‘Label the text to show the title’

 Find and copy, e.g. ‘Find and copy one word that shows what 

the weather was like in the story’

 Short answer, e.g. ‘What does the bear eat?’

 Open-ended answer, e.g. ‘Why did Lucy write the letter to her 

grandmother? Give two reasons’



As well as the tests, your child’s class teacher will be making judgements relating to 

whether or not they are demonstrating a range of key skills in their writing.  

If they are able to apply these skills they will have ‘mastered’ the expected standard 

in writing.   The following slides show some examples of pupil’s writing and the 

judgements made!



WORKING AT THE 

EXPECTED STANDARD



WORKING AT THE 

EXPECTED 

STANDARD



WORKING TOWARDS THE 

EXPECTED STANDARD



WORKING IN 

GREATER DEPTH

Expanded noun 

phrases give 

precise detail 

to the opening 

scene. Apostrophe marks 

singular possession. 

Subordinating conjunctions 
(because; until) extend 
sentences and add detail. 
(GP) 

Subordinating conjunctions 
(When; so) extend 
sentences and add detail. 

Use of subordination (When) 
and co-ordination (and; but) 
help convey essential 
information concisely and with 
dramatic effect. 





The Key Stage 1 maths test will comprise two papers:

Paper 1:

Arithmetic, worth 25 marks and taking around 15 minutes.

Mathematics Paper 1 Arithmetic

Mathematics

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439520/Sample_ks1_mathematics_paper1_arithmetic.pdf


Paper 2:

Mathematical fluency, problem-solving and reasoning, worth 35 marks and taking 
35 minutes, with a break if necessary. There will be a variety of question types: 

multiple choice, matching, true/false, constrained (e.g. completing a chart or 

table; drawing a shape) and less constrained (e.g. where children have to show 

or explain their method).

Children will not be able to use any tools such as calculators or number lines.

Mathematics Paper 2 Reasoning 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439522/Sample_ks1_mathematics_paper2_reasoning.pdf


FAQ
➢ When will the KS1 SATs take place?

The KS1 SATs are administered in May 2024.

 How will the tests be marked?

• The tests will be marked by teachers within the school. 

• The children will be given a standardised score

• Teacher assessments have also been used to build up a picture of your child’s 
learning and achievements throughout the year. 

• In addition, your child will receive an overall result saying whether they have 

achieved the required standard. 

http://www.theschoolrun.com/primary-school-grading-system-explained-for-parents


Standardised Score

Children will now receive a scaled score instead of a level. Their 

raw score - the actual number of marks they accrue - will be 

translated into a scaled score; this helps to allow for differences in 

the difficulty of the tests from year to year so that pupils' results can 

be compared accurately. You will be told your child's raw score, 
scaled score and whether they have reached the national 

standard for that subject. The score that equates to the national 

standard has yet to be announced.


